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39%
Reduction in pre-owned 
Gulfstream G550s on 
the market in the last 12 
months. 

Increase in the Falcon 
8X interior cabin length 
over the 7X, for a total of 
42.67 feet. 

3.6 ft
Aircraft registered on the 
Isle of Man register since it 
was formed in 2007. 

1,000

10 Years between the 8C Inspections 
on the Bombardier Global series - 
the largest inspection for this type. 

108% More days on market for pre-owned 
Citation Mustangs with no engine 
program versus those enrolled on a 
program.

Larger windows in the Gulfstream 
G650 compared to the G550. 

16%



Strong Out of the Gate
There has been a stunning increase in demand 
for private jets in the first four months of 2018 
over the same period last year. The turnaround 
in sentiment and activity has been remarkable, 
and candidly a pleasant surprise for us at Colibri 
Aircraft. Several aircraft models have experienced 
large decreases in available supply as buyers 
chase the highest quality aircraft available. The 
USA has driven this surge in demand, and the ma-
jority of activity we are seeing on our listings is 
coming from the USA. The USA tax code changes 
from December 2017 have been the main cause 
of this new demand, with the USA now offering 
100% depreciation of a pre-owned aircraft used 
for business purposes in the first year of owner-
ship. Previously, this was limited to only 20%, so 
the change is significant.

This surge in activity has been a welcome occur-
rence, but so far we have not yet seen this lead to 
price increases across the pre-owned market. The 
rate of depreciation has most certainly slowed 
down, but we are still in a world of declining pric-
es. Aircraft with significant detriments to them, 
such as higher than average total time, expensive 

maintenance or upgrades coming due, or with a 
poor ownership history are still quite difficult to 
sell and require significantly more time, effort and 
price concession to trade. The market is strong for 
the highest quality assets, but demand is not yet 
so great as to be blind to certain characteristics. 

We look forward to watching the trends of the 
last few months continue throughout the rest of 
the year. Without doubt, the market has changed, 
and we hope that this will result in stabilized pric-
es and further increased buyer confidence. Call us 
to discuss how the new activity level affects you 
in your country, your plans and the aircraft model 
you want or currently own. Now is an excellent 
time to be in the market to either buy or sell an 
aircraft.

Safe Travels. 

Oliver Stone, 
Managing Director
oliver@colibriaircraft.com
www.colibriaircraft.com

mailto:oliver%40colibriaircraft.com
http://www.colibriaircraft.com


The Shrinking Supply of EU Jets
The private jet market in the beginning of 2018 
has seen a significant decline in the inventory of 
some models of aircraft that are for sale. This is 
particularly true when searching for EASA cer-
tified or EASA capable aircraft. The number of 
transactions has increased, especially in the USA 
market, resulting in the decrease in supply we are 
experiencing. 

As an EU based buyer who needs an EASA aircraft, 
how do you handle this new market dynamic?

Aircraft not currently registered in the EU are not 
precluded from being modified to be registered 
in the EU. As with all things aviation, with enough 
money and time anything is possible. But in order 
to keep costs and time investment reasonable, 
there are a few items to consider when looking at 
aircraft non-EASA registered:

1) Is your selected aircraft of a weight category to 
need certain avionics in order to obtain registra-
tion in the EU? Items such as the Flight Data Re-
corder and TCAS II are required on aircraft over a 

certain weight threshold. If you are in the market 
for a light jet beneath the threshold, you would 
not need these particular avionics to be installed, 
and as a result can look at a larger number of 
possible aircraft. But for aircraft over the weight 
threshold, these avionics will be required, and 
you would need to focus on aircraft that already 
have the necessary items installed; retrofitting 
the necessary avionics is often very expensive 
and time consuming. Your aircraft broker will be 
able to assist and clarify these rules for you.

2) Research any past modifications such as inte-
rior or avionics done to the aircraft you are con-
sidering. Modifications accepted by one author-
ity may not always be automatically accepted by 
another authority. Have your broker or advisor re-
search into modifications made to see if they will 
be accepted by your local EASA authority.

3) When you see an aircraft that looks like it may 
meet the criteria – act fast. As the number of 
transactions increases, aircraft will sell at faster 



rates. In a market where there is a limited supply of 
aircraft that are available options for you, make sure 
to move quickly on those that meet your criteria. 

4) Plan ahead. Proper planning for importing the 
aircraft is key to this process. When buying non-EU 
aircraft, last minute surprises in the importation 
process are expensive and time consuming. With 
proper planning, obstacles can be addressed and 
resolved in an efficient manner. Importantly, proper 
planning allows you to be able to move quickly on 
aircraft that look like capable candidates, meaning 
you will miss fewer opportunities.

As markets continue to witness shrinking supply, 
the above steps may become necessary in order 
to find a good option for an import into the EU. As 
the global market for private jets gets more active, 

the need to look 
further afield 
and go through 
an importation 
will become ever 
more necessary. 
Buying non-
EASA registered 
aircraft is a defi-
nite possibility 
but will require 

a more comprehensive search process between you 
and your aircraft broker.

As a seller of an EASA or EASA capable aircraft – how 
does this new dynamic affect you?

The implications to a seller are less profound. Sim-
ply due to the difference in global market sizes, even 
with an EASA capable or EASA certified aircraft, it is 
a high possibility that your aircraft will be sold to the 
Americas. That being said, being able to import eas-
ily onto another EASA register is a significant benefit 
for those buyers who need this feature, so ensure 
this benefit is highlighted in your aircraft’s market-
ing campaign.

When discussing your aircraft acquisition or sale 
with your aircraft broker, they will be able to guide 
you and inform you on the registration details and 
intricacies that can become costly or problematic. 
Use their experience to your advantage to ensure 
you have the most optimal transaction possible for 
your requirements and desires. 

The Shrinking Supply of EU Jets cont.

As the global market 
for private jets gets 
more active, the need 
to look further afield 
and go through an 
importation will be-
come more necessary. 



The Jets that Won Us Over

The Citation Excel series is a great combination of 
cabin size, range, baggage capacity, and perfor-
mance. This model type is brilliantly suited to handle 
the most missions and most runways throughout Eu-
rope. The interior layout can seat up to 9 passengers 
with the belted lavatory. It offers ample legroom for 
each VIP seat, has good headroom while seated, and 
feels spacious enough to offer comfort for nervous 
flyers. These jets are good value for money in today’s 
market, and have relatively low operating costs for a 
jet of its capability.

Cessna Citation Excel, XLS, XLS+ 

Oliver Stone
Managing Director

oliver@colibriaircraft.com
+44 203 551 8007

With decades experience among the Colibri Aircraft sales team, they have been involved in transactions 
and advised clients on aircraft models of all sizes, ranges and capabilities. Over time, one can start to ap-
preciate certain aspects that a model offers and see the versatility and functionality they provide users.  
When you work with so many owners, users, and operators, you hear and understand features that are 
valued more than others – and not just aesthetically, although that is a big factor to consider. Here, three 
members of our sales team share one of their top favorite jets and what characteristics stand out to them 
as important for use and enjoyment.

mailto:oliver%40colibriaircraft.com


The Embraer Legacy 600 is a large cabin jet with the 
price tag of a premium mid-sized aircraft. It offers a 
spacious cabin with 3 zones for up to 14 passengers 
with 2 lavatories on most units and an unprecedent-
ed baggage compartment with no real comparison 
in any private jet of any size. Embraer released the 
Legacy 650 less than a decade after the first 600, of-
fering a slightly longer range and an upgraded avi-
onics suite. The range and cabin size of the 600/650 
create a fantastic combination for longer journeys in 
and out of Europe. With a large galley, conference 
table and berthable divans, the Legacy series pro-
vides a great travel experience at an attractive price 
point.

Embraer Legacy 600/650

Marian Jancarik
Sales Director Central & 

Eastern Europe
marian@colibriaircraft.com

+421 903 425 746

The Phenom 300 is a very popular model, and there 
is a great demand for it in the pre-owned market. 
It has been the top new seller in the light jet seg-
ment for a few years now. It has a very functional 
and comfortable cabin with a large door that makes 
getting in and out very easy. The 300 has a great 
range, around 1900 nautical miles, meaning almost 
all European destinations can be reached non-stop 
from Germany. The 300 is a beautiful, economical 
and stable value aircraft for chartering as well as for 
corporate or private use. 

Embraer Phenom 300

Markus Schmitzer
Sales Director Germany

markus@colibriaircraft.com
+49 1511 1584662

The Jets that Won Us Over cont.
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First Quarter 2018 Pre-Owned Jet Transactions

Worldwide
Bombardier Challenger 604 16

Cessna Citation II 15
Hawker 800XP 12

Bombardier Challenger 300 12
Cessna Citation IVSP 12

Cessna Citation Mustang 12

Europe
Dassault Falcon 7X 5

Dassault Falcon 900B 2
Dassault Falcon 2000LX 2

Embraer Legacy 600 2
Cessna Citation XLS+ 2

Cessna Citation III 2

TOP SELLING MODELS

Worldwide
USA 322

Mexico 21
Brazil 14

Canada 11
Venezuela 8
Germany 8

Europe
Germany 8

United Kingdom 5
Malta 4

Austria 3

France 3

TOP BUYERS’ LOCATION

In the first quarter, the Americas, and in particular the USA, continued to be the dominant force in terms 
of demand. The USA accounted for twice as many buyers than the rest of the world combined. The es-
tablished markets of Mexico, Brazil and Canada also kept their places in the top spots for buyer location. 
These countries all have a long, well experienced private jet industry and are very comfortable with older 
aircraft – an important factor that keeps demand going across all segments of the market and therefore 
keeps more aircraft trading.  

With regards to aircraft type, the first quarter of 2018 saw a strong attraction to value. Aircraft with tre-
mendous capability and those that have suffered significant depreciation were top sellers. Now that 
buyer demand is increasing, the attraction of these highly capable and well priced machines proved a 
powerful combination. It will be interesting to see if this trend continues or if the market’s focus will shift 
to different models in the months to come.



When you have decided to buy a private jet, the 
sheer number of options can be overwhelming. 
There are the big factors to determine - range, 
cabin size, purpose, and budget -  but once you 
have narrowed down your search from the large 
list of all aircraft types, there are still anywhere 
from 6 to 10 different options within each classi-
fication, whether that be medium sized, light jet, 
ultra-long range or anywhere in between. 

Our best piece of advice we can give a buyer is 
to charter as many options as you can. If you’re 
interested in the Citation XLS, Lear 45XR and the 
Falcon 2000, charter all of them. It is the most cost 
effective thing you can do in regards to searching 
for a private jet. Buying the wrong jet (i.e. one you 
purchase and then realize you do not like) can be 
very expensive.

Flying in a private jet is really the only way to see 
what the aircraft will be like in operation and how 
it will perform.

During your charter flight: 

•	 Go up to altitude for a couple of hours and see 
how the aircraft handles itself and how loud it 
inside the cabin.

•	 Bring other passengers on board to get a feel 
of how you can move around in it or how full 
it feels with a certain amount of people and 
baggage on board. 

•	 Use the galley and see if you like the space 
and amenities it offers.

•	  See how certain features function such as the 
lavatory, the windows, and berthable divan if 
it has one.

•	 Determine how loud it is in the cabin during 
take-off and landing.

These are all dimensions of the experience of 
owning a private jet that will determine your en-
joyment level. These are things you cannot expe-
rience on the ground.

Charter these aircraft on your flights that you nor-
mally do. Use the aircraft as you would your own, 
and you’ll quickly narrow your list down to a jet 
you will truly enjoy owning.

Contact us for more information on this or how 
we can develop a custom aircraft search for you 
based upon your specific needs. 

The Best Thing You can do Before 
You Buy an Aircraft
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2008 Gulfstream G150 
Serial Number 242 

Engines and APU on MSP Gold 
Seating for 6 Passengers

Interior in Great Condition

Reduced Asking Pricing: $4,465,000 USD

2008 Cessna Citation CJ2+
Serial Number 525A-0415 

Engines on TAP Blue 
ID10 completed Nov 2018

Seating for 6 Passengers plus Belted Lavatory

Asking Price: $3,150,000 USD

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE

2007 Beechcraft Premier 1A
Serial Number RB-181 

Engines on TAP Advantage Blue  
Seating for 6 Passengers

TCAS 7.1 Installed

Contact us for Pricing Details

2015 Gulfstream G650ER
Serial Number 6156 

Engines on Corporate Care & APU on MSP 
WIFI and ADS-B Out Installed

Brokered in alliance with OGARAJETS

Contact us for Pricing Details

http://www.colibriaircraft.com
mailto:enquiries@colibriaircraft.com


AIRCRAFT FOR SALE

More information at www.colibriaircraft.com
+44 (0) 203 551 8007 

enquiries@colibriaircraft.com

2009 Gulfstream G200
Serial Number 230 

Engines on ESP Gold & APU on MSP Program 
WIFI Installed

Brokered in alliance with OGARAJETS

Contact us for pricing details

ACquisitions
Aircraft Wanted

Embraer Legacy 600 - with EU OPS
Cessna Citation XLS - with EU OPS, 2005-2008 model

http://www.colibriaircraft.com
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London ∙ Bratislava ∙ Isle of Man
+44 (0) 203 551 8007

www.colibriaircraft.com
enquiries@colibriaircraft.com

London	•	Bratislava	•	Frankfurt	•	Isle	of	Man
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